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Abstract

ERP system implementation is a challenging process and small medium enterprises (SMEs) face considerable challenges in implementing ERP system due to their limited resources and IT infrastructure. Still, due to their benefits, ERP systems are becoming an integral part of SMEs. This study evaluates the role simulation based modelling can play in assisting SMEs in ERP implementation. The key informants representing diverse backgrounds are interviewed to collected data. The findings of the research show that Key participants supported the idea of incorporating simulation based model during the implementation process since a simulation based approach make more sense since it will allow the implementation team to observe the implementation process and the role played by factors which are essential for the success of the implementation. Also, simulation model can also be useful in developing and analyzing different implementation strategies, predict efforts and resources needed for ERP implementation, which in turn can facilitate decision makers in adopting a ERP system or not.
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1. Introduction

The organisation’s strategies for improved performance and efficient supply chain have forced them to seek ways to improve their operational performance by incorporating essential tools and programme such as ERP system. ERP system enhances the operational efficiency by integrating the different activities across the organisation thus streamlining the flow of information. It is due to their effective role that there are more than 200 ERP systems provider in the industry to cater the needs of the organisations. This growth may be due increased and the need of the greater visibility into business functioning. Nevertheless, whatever the cause of the growth, several researchers and practitioners have argued that ERP systems have actually been the most popular new business software of the last fifteen years [3, 5, 11, 16, 30]. ERP system support information sharing along an organisation’s main process flow and thus help organisation to achieve better productivity and results [29]. ERP packages offer a ‘workflow engine’ which allow the generation of automated workflows according to business strategy and approval matrices so that information and documents can be routed to operational users for transactional handling, and information can be provided to managers and directors for review and strategic oversight [13].

Despite their benefits, ERP systems are known for their implementation challenges which can include system complexities, required organisational changes, need of skilled IT staff etc. Due to these challenges and the implementation
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complexities, the literature identifies that approximately 66 to 70 percent of ERP implementation projects were reported to have failed to achieve their implementation objectives in some way [8, 19, 26, 31, 33].

In addition to these concerns, the literature acknowledges that small and medium enterprises (SMEs) might face added constraints in ERP implementation. Beyond, the ordinary concerns that SMEs have lesser resources, there might be the added complication that SMEs are more likely to be lacking modern information technology infrastructure and experienced IT staff, and might have less openness in their attitudes to the perceived usefulness of new technology. These constraints might cause the ‘average’ SMEs to refrain from adopting an ERP system or, even if they did adopt, the constraints might increase the probability of implementation failure. For SMEs, it is noted that a failed implementation might generally have more catastrophic consequences than for a larger organisation, even perhaps leading up to bankruptcy [5].

Given the potentially high cost and low success rate, it is necessary that causes of the problems and high failure rate to be better understood and through this understanding, solution leading to greater success may be found [7]. As a consequence, ERP implementation has been a focal point of much academic research. Multiple streams of research exists on the ERP implementation and critical factors required for its successful implementation as well as impact of ERP on organisational performance [2, 14, 15]. For example, several studies have identified the critical success factors (CSF) needed to enable project managers and higher management to improve ERP implementation projects. In addition, to gain the understanding of the ERP implementation, different models have been proposed [1, 18, 23]. However, most of these models are theoretical and since the ERP implementation process is a dynamic and real-life process, a practical tool or a method can be ideally assist in implementation process. One of the methods which have been applied in many industries is simulation modelling.

Since ERP implementation involves investing resources in the form of time, money and manpower, it absolutely make sense to simulate the ERP implementation process before doing in real life, which in turn can assist in studying the implementation process, problems can be forecasted, thus potentially saving organisations resources. Therefore this research, study the role simulation modelling can play in ERP implementation in SMEs, how it can be effectively applied and basic construct of good simulation model. A qualitative approach is adopted which involves key informant interviews to further gain insight of the implementation process and simulation modelling.

2. Issues in ERP implementation

ERP system is complex, and implementing a system can be difficult, time consuming and expensive project for an organisation [25]. There are several reasons for complexities of the ERP system which makes it implementation more challenging. One of the reasons is the functionalities offered by ERP system which usually covers thousands of business activities [10]. They found that complexities and associated challenges in implementation are due to the nature of ERP which treat the cross-organisational business processes in a value web as the fundamental building block of the system, deliver a shared system which lets the business activities of one company becomes an integral part of the business of its parameters. This creates system capabilities far beyond the sum of the ERP components’ individual capabilities and each functionality offered matches the need of the unique stakeholders group. In addition, ERP system requires regular adjustment to the business needs to mirror rapidly-changing business requirements [10].

Since ERP system are developed on ‘best practice’ intra-organisational functional models and so implementing ERP often requires organisations to restructure their business processes around those practices. Not surprisingly then, Maguire et al. (2010) found that the introduction of ERP system result in key organisational changes which, if not managed carefully, can actually result in conflict within organisation. This conflict is especially evident in relation to the questions of how to integrate the ERP system, what should happen to the legacy system, and how the business processes of the organisation should be revised. This necessary realignment is often cited as the source of many of the implementation failures [27].

It is due to aforementioned reasons that a study by Nelson (2007) found that only 34 percent of IT projects initiated by Fortune 500 companies are successfully completed, and Muscatello and Parente (2006) found that ERP implementation failure rates were around 50 percent including numerous examples of failed implementation cited in literature, such as Dell, Waste Management, Mobile Europe and Hershey [10].

3. Simulation modelling

Simulation modelling is the imitation of operation of real world process or system, played overtime. Simulation has long been a significant tool for facilitating decision making and improving processes [12]. Simulation modelling is applied in different field across the industry. Levy et al. (1988) suggested that the simulation is essential to understand the relationships within a complex system, to experiment with the model to assess the impact of actions, options, and
environmental factors, to test the impact of various assumptions, scenarios, and environmental factors and to predict the consequence of action on a process.

Balakrishnan et al. (2007) are also proponents of simulation, they suggested following advantages of simulation modelling:

- A simulation model can be made flexible enough to easily accommodate several changes to the problem scenario;
- it can be used to analyse large and complex real-world simulations that cannot be solved by using conventional decision model;
- Simulation allows ‘what-if’ types of questions;
- Simulation modelling does not interfere with the real-world system;
- Simulation allows researchers to study the interactive effects of individual components or variables to determine which ones are important; and “Time compression” is possible with simulation.

In next section, methodology adopted for this research is discuss followed by data collection interview process and a discussion.

4. Methodology

This study adopts key informants interview based qualitative method approach. Qualitative methods is suitable for this study since it assists in determining the ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions. Benbasat et al. (1987, p.368) explained that a method such as this allows examination of ‘a phenomenon in its natural setting, employing multiple methods of data collection to gather information from one or few entities (people, groups or organisation)’. The key purpose of this method is to obtain in-depth understanding of the complex phenomenon, both in and of itself and in relation to its broader context [24].

Four participants were selected using convenience sampling. For the interview process, two sets of questions were designed. First set, called the ‘warm-up’, was structured and designed to collect basic information about the participants, SMEs and ERP implementation. The warm-up questions were sent to the participants in advance before the main interviews take place. For the main interview, the second set of questions was designed in a semi-structured interview format. In semi-structured interviews, the researcher had a list of themes and questions to be covered. The interviewee was given an opportunity to talk freely about events and behaviour. This is also called as an informant interview since it is the interviewee’s perception that guides the conduct of the interview. This semi-structured format is suitable for this research since the interview process was performed to elicit participant’s views on the role simulation model based decision support system (DSS) can play during ERP implementation, critical factors to consider in model development and performance measures. In addition, information about participants’ experiences, their views on viability of generic DSS and suggestion for model improvement were also obtained.

The interviews were audio recorded with participant’s consent and they were assured of complete confidentiality. Each interview process lasted for 45-90 minutes. The interviews were transcribed and analysed using a narrative method in NVivo 9 software. A narrative method of qualitative data analysis is based on data being coded and analysed to identify and explore themes, patterns and relationship.

5. Organisations’ Background

The first SME, denoted CS1, is an IT company that designs and manufactures computer-networking equipment, such as routers and switches, for corporate, educational, and governmental clients. The company was setup in 2002 and is based in San Jose, USA. The company literature describes CS1 as “a global technology leader that data centre, service provider and enterprise customers rely on when the network is their business. The company’s high-performance solutions are designed to deliver new economics by virtualizing and automating Ethernet networks”.

The second SME, CS2, is based in UK and provides software solutions and services to the leisure industry. The company supplies membership management and booking systems to health and fitness groups, leisure centres, trusts, universities, and various private and single site clubs. For multi-site operators, it offers central database solutions that facilitate central and cross-site online bookings, membership management, central administration, CRM, marketing, and reporting. CS2 also provides a range of systems and software based solutions, such as e-registration, cashless catering payments, and biometric recognition for schools.

The third SME, CS3, is located in the UK, and its main business is providing software application management to educational institutions. In addition, CS3 carries out research, consultancy, and advisory work related to organisation’s IT
needs for schools, colleges, careers services, professional bodies, and employers. CS3 also offers continuing professional development that can be customised to meet the needs of individual customers.

The last SME, CS4, is located in Canada and provides a range of financial services to its clients such as financial planning, insurance services and portfolio management.

Table 1 Organisational features of participating SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant's Job Title</th>
<th>Case Company 1</th>
<th>Case Company 2</th>
<th>Case Company 3</th>
<th>Case Company 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>MIS-Manager</td>
<td>SQA-Analyst</td>
<td>Net-Developer</td>
<td>BI-Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of employees</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sales/Turnover</td>
<td>Confidential</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Key Informants

6.1 Key Informant 1 – “MIS-Manager”

The Key Informant 1, works in CS1 as Management Information System (MIS) manager, and has rich experiences in programming, networking, and information services, accumulated through 13 years working in the IT field. As the MIS manager, Key Informant 1 is responsible for implementing IT infrastructure in CS1. He also manages new technology introductions and plans how it meets CS1’s business needs. MIS-Manager liaison with business manager and IT team in CS1.

6.2 Key Informant 2 – “SQA-Analyst”

The Key Informant 2, works as a SQA-Analyst in the CS2, with 16 years of experience in software development and IT management. SQA-Analyst’s main role includes software quality assurance, process formulation, IT strategy formulation and IT planning and budgeting. SQA-Analyst has participated different stages of IT projects, for example, B2B transactional services, conceptualisation prior to implementation and post-implementation SQA-Analyst is the implementation team leader for the ERP implementation in CS2.

6.3 Key Informant 3 – “Net-Developer”

The Key Informant 3 works as a Net Developer in CS3. He has accumulated good experiences by working 11 years in IT field taking different roles and participating in a variety of projects. His main area focuses on education sector. He has a leading role in CS3’s ERP implementation, starting from initial evaluation of business needs, to ERP software selection, then to work with ERP vendors for ERP implementation.

6.4 Key Informant 4 – “BI-Administrator”

The Key Informant 4 works as a BI-Administrator in CS4. Before joining CS4, he has worked 18 years on different software applications including Clarity, Business Objects XI and SAP Business Objects FMS applications. BI-Administrator is the key participant in the acquisition and implementation of CS4’s new ERP system. During the implementation, he is the team leader responsible for configuring the software, and supporting business processes and resource allocation.

7. Key Themes

This section discusses the key themes generated from the key informant interview process. Empirical data collected from interviews provides the basis for generating the key themes.
7.1 Scope of a simulation based decision support systems

As is discussed in previous sections, ERP implementation is a challenging process due to complexities involved during implementation. Organisations are very often either reluctant to implement ERP systems or overly rely on external support to avoid failure. The external support is sought from ERP vendors, ERP forums, and online support forums. According to the Key Informant 1 who is the MIS-Manager, ‘the prediction model can be really useful’ during the implementing process of ERP project. Key Informant 1 further elaborated on how these types of model can be effectively used:

‘In fact if I had such a model, I would have been more successful in getting my project completed in time. In short, with such a model, I can convince my management in a very short time about the use of resources, and results of implementation. At the same time, if I had the model and I can know in advance that in this type of implementation, how much time should be allocated and what will be the predicted results, then we could be confident of our efforts’.

While Key Informant 3, the Net-Developer, agreed with the practical application of the model, but suggested that such a model’s potential is limited when it is applied in the IT industry:

‘They are quite useful especially in the IT field. They can be helpful in finding out how [a] system works and [can be] implemented. They are quite useful and can be a good tool to convince the top management about the prospect of [the] project’.

Key Informant 4, the BI-Administrator, expressed his views on the scope of a prediction model and the role it could play:

‘Whenever there is an IT related project to improve the functionality of the company, if we are using a working simulation model then achieving implementation success is always easier. Such as, in our case, we had [a] limited number of people in our department and we did not follow any particular implementation model but if we had a simulation model, our implementation might have been quicker, cost effective [and] with better user success factors, so it all depends but definitely if we had a model things would be better’.

Further Key Informants agreed that a prediction model could be valuable for ERP implementation. Key Informant 1, the MIS-Manager, while recognising the operational value of prediction models, suggested that:

‘Definitely, I think the model can be very useful and if you give me this model today and I have a project coming up tomorrow, I will be glad to use it, rather sell the project based on the outcome prediction from the model and convince my upper management. So, yes, I think they can be useful for SMEs’.

However, Key Informant 2, the SQA-Analyst argued that a prediction model can only bring operational value if it is industry specific and respects the nature of the industry where it is:

‘If it is relevant to my industry and if embodies the industry requirement and it guides me in simulation process and step to take, than I am sure that they can be [of] good use, and if they don’t, then I am afraid that it will not [be] of much help to me’.

Since a decision support model simulates or copies the behaviour of the system under study, Key Informant 3, the Net-Developer suggests that ‘they can give you an idea as how the system will perform in the real life. So I think they have a quite useful value’.

Key Informant 4, the BI-Analyst considers a prediction model a value adding model that can enhance implementation experience:

‘Definitely, they have practical value, before the implementation goes live. If we have a model then we can implement in due time. So the value is there, but only up to the go-live date of the project. After that its end users, IT, functional consultants, they will take it from there but up to that point, yes it is added value’.

7.2 Critical factors in simulation model development

The four key informants were asked which factors they consider essential in developing simulation based model. Key informants proposed different critical factors which can essentially contribute towards developing a simulation model and therefore should be considered part of model. One factor which was most commonly agreed was Top Management support, which can be influential in initial planning and groundwork phase, mobilising resources and up to the system go-live phase.

Key Informant 2, the SQA-Analyst further explained as why the top management support can be critical to project success:
‘I would rate top management support extremely critical because if top management is not with your vision ... then [your] cause can be lost. In lots of cases, moral support and financial support comes from the top management. Top management gives the strategic directions, therefore when the project is not on right path, only top management can guide you. Therefore, I think top management is the key factor to carry out project and to implement it’.

Key Informant 3, the Net-Developer also considers Top Management support as a factor that is critical to the success of the ERP implementation:

‘top management is quite critical to any project. Basically, the support of the top management can make the project successful. In my view, among these five factors, top management is the most important’.

In contrast, Key Informant 4, the BI-Administrator argues that Top Management is only required at the crucial phases during implementation:

‘it is usually not required all the time but it is needed at the most critical phase as whenever there is a roadblocks due to resources unavailability, cost, technical issues etc. In a situation when the roadblock cannot be resolved by technical member of the team, the project manager, or the end user, it is where we need top management support at those critical moment.’

Next important critical factor highlighted by key informants is ‘Users’ and according to them it is an essential criterion for things to go right during implementation. Two Key Informants particularly acknowledged the effectiveness of the users during implementation:

‘Users are also very important because what they will be doing is different from what they have been doing so far. Depending on the organisation’s culture, sometimes users are reluctant to change as they want to do things in a certain way in which they have been doing for a long time. In other cases, there are users who are very open to change and they easily adapt to the new project. (Key Informant 1, the MIS-Manager)

Similarly,

‘Users or the stakeholders are extremely important because when they get involved in the project, they can provide essential support to the project. [The] project manager can get input from user and this lays the foundation of the good project. A good stakeholder team, with good project management, will deliver results’. (Key Informant 2, the SQA-Analyst)

Key Informant 3, the Net-Developer adds:

‘Users are important in a sense that system implemented is for their use and therefore their feedback is essential in improving the new system’.

In general, Key Informants mostly viewed Users factor as an essential from the point of view of their role in adapting to new technology and experimenting with new ERP system. It is observed that users can be classified in two groups; one who are reluctant to change and others who are open to change and ready to adapt new technology. Further, during implementation, users can provide essential feedback that can guide the project manager, which, as according to a Key Informant, is the most valuable input that one can get during implementation.

Another factor mentioned was project management, and according to Key Informant 4, the BI Analyst, ‘project management is the backbone of the project’. The BI Analyst further explains that project management covers a wide spectrum of issues during implementation, and if carried out in an efficient manner, it enhances the likelihood of success. Due to its wide reach and coverage, project management has developed into specialised ‘science’.

In addition, availability of IT infrastructure and resources are also considered essential factor by the participants. According to Key Informant 2, the SQA-Analyst, the critical factors IT and Vendor Support need to work together during implementation. While, Key Informant 3 the Net-Developer, ranked IT ‘as the most important after top management’.

Key Informant 4, the BI-Analyst suggested that the significance of IT is that it usually varies between organisations depending upon their existing infrastructure. According to this Key Informant:

‘...it is very important but it varies from organisation to organisation. The reason behind it is that the new IT implementation is critical to your existing model i.e. what existing application and databases is utilised. Therefore you need a database and infrastructure which will plug in [with the] existing model without any modification. If you can do that, this will decide that what database and infrastructure you should go with for this implementation.’
Due to complexities involved in implementation, organisations usually heavily rely on ERP vendor’s support to setup IT infrastructure for ERP implementation and assistance during implementation. Most importantly, Vendor Support helps SMEs customise the ERP system to match the actual features of existing processes in organisation. All the Key Informants stated that Vendor Support is essential for project success. Key Informant 1, the MIS-Manager termed it ‘very essential’ during their implementation, due to their limited IT set up:

‘Vendor’s support in my case is extremely important and I think perhaps it is true for many organisations since many organisations rely on external teams of consultants to implement the project. So in that sense if you don’t have support of the vendors then your project may not be successful. ’

(Key Informant 1, MIS-Manager)

While according to Key Informant 2, the SQA-Analyst, both right Vendor Support and right IT infrastructure are mandatory for a successful ERP implementation:

‘...according to the requirement of the project, you need right infrastructure and right kind of support from consultants or external vendors. It is something which is mandatory for the project survival; and to keep project on track. [A] project needs certain specific kind of infrastructure and if you are unable to provide resources, essential tools or techniques than the project will not go anywhere.’

Similarly, Key Informant 4, the BI-Administrator also agreed on the role of Vendor Support during implementation:

‘vendor’s support is critical because if you end up in a situation where you are getting an error, [If] your application is not running, or your database is popping out an error that your technical team cannot resolve, [then] in that case you need your vendor to jump in and resolve the situation, so [the] quicker you get those things resolved, the better it is for your project. So their support is very important when you get into these kinds of situations’

During the interview process, the Key informants were also asked to identify other critical factors which are important to ERP implementation. According to Key Informant 1, the MIS-Manager:

‘organisational culture i.e. if an organisation is willing to change, and Business process reengineering could be [another] important factor.’

Key Informant 2, the SQA-Analyst proposed ‘quality factor’ as another important critical factor. He explained:

‘It is because these days you have to finish the project in time with reasonable cost and within the parameters of quality. If you are able to deliver the project but you don’t have requisite quality then obviously it will run into problems. So if the quality of implementation is not good then all these resources will go to waste.’

Key Informant 3, Net-Developer recommended effective communication and business planning as additional important factors, while Key Informant 4, the BI-Analyst suggested functional consultant as an important factor, and explained:

‘In an organisation you have end users and [the] IT [team]. The common problem is communication language between them since they apply their own terminologies and jargon in daily work life. This can create a confusion. So we need someone who is somewhat familiar with IT and with the product that you are delivering and its functionality, so they can translate that information for IT. Functional consultants are very important and play a key role in this kind of situation during implementation’.

7.3 Critical factor’s attributes

In order to gain further insight of the basic critical factors of the simulation model, the Key Informants were asked to suggest attributes that define those critical factors in their opinion. These are reported in the following section and summarised in Table 2:

7.3.1 Top Management (TM) attributes

According to Key Informant 1, the MIS-Manager: ‘their main attribute is how adept the management is with technology and advancement in the IT field including ERP. In addition, their past implementation experience is an essential’.

While according to Key Informant 2 the SQA-Analyst, ‘top management’s vision and strategic direction, financial support, proactive, inquisitive and project alignment capabilities’ are important attributes.

For Key Informant 3 Net-Developer, ‘top management availability; as [and] when needed to make important decisions, their support and skills in managing project’ are essential attributes.

Key Informant 4 BI-Analyst suggested top management’s support and availability were both jointly important attributes and added communication features of top management:
'Top management their level of support is very important since they are decision maker. In addition, their availability is also essential when they are needed since they are busy people. Also their effectiveness and communication with the team, with the vendor or with end user is also important'.

7.3.2 Users attributes

Although all Key Informants reached an agreement on the importance of critical factor Users, they identify different attributes under it: ‘Users attributes can be communication, open to learning, honest feedback, openness. (Key Informant 1, MIS-Manager)
‘...training, minimal resistance to change, learning’ (Key Informant 2, SQA-Analyst)
‘availability and, learning and communication are main attributes’ (Key Informant 4, BI-Analyst)

7.3.3 Project Management (PM) attributes

Key Informant 4, the BI-Analyst, classified project management as ‘the backbone of the project’. Due to the significance and the nature of Project Management, a wide range of attributes were suggested:
‘...the most important PM attribute is their experience in implementation.’ (Key Informant 1, MIS-Manager)
‘...industry knowledge, experience and [being] well versed with project management methodologies, [plus] public dealings, ready [to] absorb lot of things, [being] organised, [having] excellent communication skills’ (Key Informant 2, SQA-Analyst)
‘...good resources utilisation skills, experience, skills, time management’. (Key Informant 3, Net-Developer)
‘...effective communication and availability on time is essential. Their important attributes include [being] clear in their thinking and understanding, with abilities to explain the process from technical and functional point of view.(Key Informant 4, BI Analyst)

7.3.4 Information Technology (IT) attributes

Attributes for IT factors are mostly related to the issue of reliability of the infrastructure. Key Informant 1 the MIS-Manager suggested for example, that ‘IT related attribute include flexibility of the infrastructure and database. If the database is complete and/or being updated. Data measurement is also important attribute for the success of the project’. According to Key Informant 3, the Net-Developer, IT attributes are ‘reliability, scalability, and ability to withstand stress.’

Key Informant 4, the BI-Analyst suggested ‘reliability, authentication of end users and a backup plan’ as essential attributes of the IT factor.

7.3.5 Vendor’s Support (VS) attributes

Key Informants considered the following attributes significant for Vendors Support:
‘...reliable, and fulfil requirement within organisation budget’. (Key Informant 1, MIS-Manager)
‘...system support and on-time availability in case of problems’. (Key Informant 3, Net-Developer)
‘...quick turn-around time and on-demand support...’ (Key Informant 4, BI-Analyst)

Table 2 Critical factors and their attributes proposed by Key Informants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TM</th>
<th>MIS-Manager</th>
<th>SQA Analyst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i). Past implementation experience</td>
<td>ii). Open to learning</td>
<td>ii). Minimal resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i). Communication skills</td>
<td>iii). Feedback</td>
<td>iii). Proactive Inquisitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i). Experience</td>
<td>i). Industry knowledge</td>
<td>i). Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i). Flexibility of infrastructure and database</td>
<td>ii). Experience</td>
<td>i). Reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i). Reliable</td>
<td>ii). Ability to fulfil requirement-s while staying inside budget</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.4 Performance measures

In the next stage of interview, Key informants were asked for their opinion as what is their preferred performance measurement criterion. Key Informant 1, the MIS-Manager rated performance level to be the most important measure: ‘Achievement was most important for me. Achievement in the sense that we had some goals at start which we attempt to achieve and if those goals are not achieved then I will not consider the project as successful’.

Key Informant 2, the Net-Developer evaluated Time or Project Duration to be the most important measure: ‘...time is most important factor, since implementation project must deliver on time, therefore time is the most important factor, while cost and achievement may vary according to the demands of the implementation’.

Key Informant 4, the BI-Analyst identified project duration and performance level the most important measure. It is observed that Key Informants identified performance measures influenced by the organisational and technological context of ERP implementing organisations. It is interesting to observe that project cost was not the primary concern for any of the Key Informants, despite the fact that ERP implementations are known for their high implementation cost. Nevertheless, one Key Informant argued that all three variables are interrelated and cannot be studied in an individual context.

8. Discussion

The primary purpose of this research is to study the potential role simulation-based decision support systems can play in ERP implementation. Whilst the studying ERP implementation process is not the focus of this process, the Key Informants are allowed to share their experiences accumulated from ERP implementation, raise issues and concerns encountered during implementation, as well as solutions to these issues.

The four Key Informants interviewed, with a total sixty years of experience in IT field, recognise the benefits that simulation based DSS can bring to ERP implementation. They agreed that DSS can be an useful tool prior to and during ERP implementation, and can be used to predict efforts and resources needed for an ERP implementation, which facilitate decision makers adopting a ERP system or not. According to Key Informant 1, the MIS-Manager, when organisation utilise DSS implementation can be accelerated, and cost effective with increased users’ satisfaction. Further, Key Informant 4, the BI-Administrator suggested that presence of model could give implementation team a confidence to take initiatives. However, Key Informant 2, the SQA-Analyst was of the view that organisations SMEs needs to be cautious before adopting the model since a model has to be expert at particular project and industry. In addition, he warned, too much reliance can be ‘injurious’ to the project and outcomes.

After discussing the role a prediction model could play in implementation, the next question in the interview was focussed on finding out participants’ views on which factors they consider critical for the success of DSS and implementation. It was observed that Key Informants generally agreed on certain factors which they considered can be more critical in DSS development. It was generally agreed that top management support is essential for project success. However, according to one Key Informant top management support is not required most of the time; however, it might be needed at critical stages when there are roadblocks in implementation. As literature also suggests that too much top management support can be dysfunctional and lead to failures [9, 17]. Whilst Young (2006) suggests that project can succeed without following general prescription for top management support. Similarly, Key Informants considered experienced project management as a backbone of the project, while Vendor Support was also rated as an important constituent since
organisation often lack the understanding of the complexities that are brought in ERP system. Users were identified from the point of view of their role in adapting to new technology and experimenting with new ERP system. It was suggested that Users can be grouped in two groups; one who are reluctant to change and others who are open to change and ready to adapt new technology. Key Informants stressed upon the importance of feedback and input by users in improving the implementation process. While IT was termed as second most important critical factor after top management since it ensures the availability of right infrastructure before embarking on ERP implementation. According to a Key Informant it is mandatory for the project survival, and to keep it on track. Additional factors suggested include organisational culture; innovative, dynamic, teamwork or how much they are ready to change and adapt new technologies, Business Process Reengineering (BPR); restructuring organisation setup for new ERP system, quality; maintaining certain quality standards, effective communication; including vertical communication and horizontal communication and functional consultant; to act as bridge between IT/VS and users.

Key Informants were asked to suggest any additional factors they consider which can be useful in developing simulation model for ERP implementation. It was suggested that addition of certain critical factors could give a new dimension to the model. Critical factors such as organisational change capacity and BPR could provide more predicting power to the model. In addition, it was suggested that involving some kind of method to seek end users’ feedback in the model can also be beneficial. This could assist in keeping project on track and advise management if the project is progressing as planned or if there any changes that need to be made.

9. Conclusion

Understanding the complexities of ERP implementation is widely researched topic. Literature suggests that the probability of failed implementation is usually high and if even successful, the cost of implementation can be enormous. It is generally observed in the literature that there are numerous studies on ERP implementation including different implementation models and strategies proposed. However, due to practical and dynamic nature of the ERP implementation, a simulation based approach make more sense since it will allow the implementation team to observe the implementation process and the role played by factors which are essential for the success of the implementation. Simulation model can also be useful in developing and analysing different implementation strategies and observe the results. Therefore to analyse the role simulation model based DSS can play in ERP implementation, this exploratory study adopts key informants interview process. This process not only confirms the there is likelihood that a simulation based DSS can be very useful in ERP implementation, but also the participants showed interest in applying this type of model in their implementation process. Drawing from the findings of this study, a simulation based DSS can be developed based on the critical factors highlighted by the participants, which can further enhance users experience in ERP implementation and assist in overcoming the intricacies on implementation process.
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